
We experiment with four image datasets:

● MNIST
● Omniglot
● miniImageNet
● CelebA

1. Learn an embedding from unlabeled data, and infer embeddings.

2. Run k-means on embeddings many times to get diverse 
    partitions of the dataset
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Meta-learning is powerful, but relies on handcrafted task 
distributions. If we can automate task construction from unlabeled 
data, we can make meta-learning much more practicable.

● We are given an unlabeled dataset for meta-training.
● Downstream tasks are few-shot image classification tasks based 

on held-out classes and attributes.
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● Unsupervised meta-learning gets most of the way from no 
meta-learning to supervised meta-learning.

● Meta-learning improves upon unsupervised learning by 
incorporating the downstream task type, and avoiding reliance on 
the embedding generalizing to out-of-distribution classes.

● Future work includes finding automatic task construction methods 
for other domains and task types.
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Unsupervised learning methods for learning the embeddings: 
ACAI [1], BiGAN [2], DeepCluster [3], and InfoGAN [4].

We instantiate our approach using two meta-learning algorithms:
● model-agnostic meta-learning (MAML) [5]
● prototypical networks (ProtoNets) [6]
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Results (Abridged)

Examples of Clusters

Metric: mean classification accuracy over 1000 downstream 
human-specified tasks constructed from labeled meta-testing splits.

and get tasks by treating the clusters like classes.

miniImageNet

CelebA

3. Run meta-learning on these tasks to obtain a learning procedure.

class 1    class 2 

Try to guess the 3 attributes that separate the 2 classes in this CelebA task!
Answer:                       

original authors’ artwork

How does unsupervised meta-learning compare to supervised 
meta-learning?
Comparisons:

● supervised meta-learning on labeled meta-training dataset
● supervised learning from scratch with no meta-learning

Is there any benefit to doing meta-learning, or is the embedding a 
sufficiently good representation for downstream learning? 
Comparisons: infer embeddings, then run one of

● nearest neighbors
● logistic regression
● multi-layered perception with dropout
● cluster matching (trivially perfect meta-learner)

Task construction ablations:
● purely random tasks
● k-means in pixel space
● random hyperplanes in embedding space
● CACTUs with only one k-means partition

miniImageNet 5-way 1-shot 5-way 50-shot
supervised learning from scratch 27.59 59.63
DeepCluster + linear classifier 29.44 65.28
DeepCluster-hyperplanes-MAML 35.85 65.55
DeepCluster-CACTUs-MAML, single partition 38.75 67.77
DeepCluster-CACTUs-MAML (ours) 39.90 69.64
supervised MAML (oracle) 46.81 75.54

CelebA 2-way 5-shot
supervised learning from scratch 63.19
DeepCluster + nearest neighbors 61.47
DeepCluster-CACTUs-MAML (ours) 73.79
supervised MAML (oracle) 87.10

Omniglot 20-way 1-shot 5-way 5-shot
random-MAML 6.51 25.74
pixels-CACTUs-MAML 12.05 40.19
supervised learning from scratch 24.91 74.78
ACAI + linear classifier 43.20 81.82
ACAI-hyperplanes-MAML 41.86 83.20
ACAI-CACTUs-MAML, single partition 45.04 85.60
ACAI-CACTUs-MAML (ours) 48.09 87.78
supervised MAML (oracle) 84.60 98.83

For complete results, please see our paper.


